Abstract-Boolean networks is a well-established formalism for modelling biological systems. A vital challenge for analyzing a Boolean network is to identify all the attractors. This becomes more challenging for large asynchronous Boolean networks, due to the asynchronous scheme. Existing methods are prohibited due to the well-known state-space explosion problem in large Boolean networks. In this paper, we tackle this challenge by proposing a SCC-based decomposition method. We prove the correctness of our proposed method and demonstrate its efficiency with two real-life biological networks.
INTRODUCTION
B oolean networks (BNs) is a well-established framework used for modelling biological systems such as gene regulatory networks (GRNs). It has the advantage of being simple yet able to capture the important dynamic properties of the modelled system [1] , e.g., the system's attractors. An attractor of a biological system is a set of the system's states satisfying that any two states in this set can be reached from each other and the system remains in this set until some external stimulus pushes the system out of it. Attractors are hypothesised to characterise cellular phenotypes [2] or to correspond to functional cellular states such as proliferation, apoptosis, or differentiation [3] . For example, in the recent study of Sanchez-Corrales et al. [4] , attractors of an Arabidopsis thaliana system correspond to stable gene expression levels during the different stages of flower development. These interpretations can cast new light on the understanding of cellular homeostasis and cancer progression. Identification of attractors is therefore of great importance for the analysis of biological systems modelled as BNs.
Attractor detection of a BN is non-trivial since attractors are determined based on the BN's states, the number of which is exponential in the number of nodes. A lot of efforts have been put in the development of attractor detection algorithms and tools. In the early 2000s, an enumeration and simulation method has been proposed. The attractors are detected by running simulation from each of the possible states [5] . This method is largely restricted by the network size since the required computational time grows exponentially with the number of nodes. In 2006, Irons proposed a method to detect BNs with a special topology [6] , making it possible to deal with BNs with maximum 50 nodes. Later on, the performance has been greatly improved with two techniques, i.e., binary decision diagrams (BDDs) and satisfiability (SAT) solvers. BDD-based methods [7] , [8] encode Boolean functions of BNs with BDDs, use BDD operations to capture the dynamics of the network, and use BDD structure to represent the network's corresponding transition system. The efficient BDD operations enable the fast computation of forward and backward reachable states. Attractors can then be detected by identifying the fix point set of states in the corresponding transition system. The other technique transforms attractor detection in BNs into a SAT problem [9] . In such transformation, the transition relation of the BN is unfolded for a bounded number of steps and this unfolding is represented as a propositional formula. This formula is taken as the input to a SAT solver, and each output corresponds to a path in the state transition system. This process is repeated for bigger bounded number of steps until no valid path can be found. The efficiency of the algorithm largely depends on the number of unfolding steps required and the number of nodes in the BN.
methods [15] , [16] , and methods designed for identifying specific types of attractors [17] , [18] . These methods can deal with large networks; however, they cannot guarantee the identification of all attractors.
The above mentioned methods are mainly designed for BNs with the synchronous scheme, i.e., BNs where the values of all the nodes are updated simultaneously. In biology, however, the update speed of each node is not necessarily the same. Updating node values asynchronously is considered more realistic [19] . In synchronous BNs, an attractor is either a single state selfloop or a cycle since there is exactly one outgoing transition for each state. Under the asynchronous scheme, each state may have multiple outgoing transitions. Therefore, an attractor in general is a bottom strongly connected component (BSCC) 1 in the corresponding state transition system. The potentially complex attractor structure renders SAT-based methods ineffective as the respective SAT formulas become prohibitively large. Besides, the decomposition methods [10] , [11] , [12] are also prohibited by the asynchronous updating requirement. Moreover, BDD-based methods face the state-space explosion problem even in the synchronous scheme. In the asynchronous scheme, the problem gets even worse as the number of edges in the state transition system increases multiple times.
In this paper, we tackle the challenge of attractor detection for asynchronous BNs, especially for large ones, and we propose a strongly connected component (SCC) based decomposition method: decompose a BN into subnetworks called blocks according to the SCCs in the BN and recover attractors of the original BN based on attractors of the blocks. Since the decomposition is performed on the BN structure, not in the state space, the decomposition time cost is linear in the number of nodes and the state space of each block is exponentially smaller in comparison to that of the original BN. Our method shares similar ideas on the way of decomposition as those used for synchronous BNs. However, due to the asynchronous scheme, the bottom-up decomposition methods [10] , [11] for synchronous BNs are no longer valid, as they may produce spurious attractors. The asynchrony poses two main challenges for the decomposition methods: one is to take care of the dependency relations between different blocks; the other is to strictly comply with the asynchronous scheme when recovering attractors from different blocks. To overcome these difficulties, we order the blocks according to their dependency relations and detect attractors of each block with consideration of the block that it depends on. In this way, our method is top-down, starting with elementary blocks which do not depend on others. The method in [21] is also a top-down method. However, that method deals with synchronous networks; therefore, the key concepts and proofs are different. We discuss this in more details in Section 3 right after Definition 10. We prove that our proposed method can correctly detect all the attractors of a BN (Section 3), and we implement it using efficient BDD techniques (Section 4). Evaluation results show that our method can effectively detect attractors of two real-life biological networks (Section 5).
PRELIMINARIES 2.1 Boolean Networks
A BN describes elements of a biological system with binary-valued nodes and interactions between elements with Boolean functions. It was first introduced by Kauffman in 1969 as a class of simple models for analysing the dynamical properties of GRNs [22] , in which each gene was assumed to be in only two possible states: ON/OFF.
Definition 1 (Boolean network).
A Boolean network GðV; f fÞ consists of a set of nodes V ¼ fv 1 ; v 2 ; . . . ; v n g, also referred to as genes, and a vector of Boolean functions f f ¼ ðf 1 ; f 2 ; . . . ; f n Þ, where f i : fx i 1 ; x i 2 ; . . . ; x i kðiÞ g ! f0; 1g is a predictor function associated with node v i (i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n) and x i j 2 f0; 1g for j 2 ½1; kðiÞ is a value assigned to node v i j . A state of the network is given by a vector x x ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n Þ 2 f0; 1g n , where x i 2 f0; 1g is a value assigned to node v i .
Each node v i 2 V has an associated subset of nodes fv i 1 ; v i 2 ; . . . ; v i kðiÞ g, referred to as the set of parent nodes of v i , where kðiÞ is the number of parent nodes and 1 i 1 < i 2 < Á Á Á < i kðiÞ n. Starting from an initial state, the BN evolves in time by transiting from one state to another. The state of the network at a discrete time point t (t ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .) is given by a vector x xðtÞ ¼ ðx 1 ðtÞ; x 2 ðtÞ; . . . ; x n ðtÞÞ, where x i ðtÞ is a binaryvalued variable that determines the value of node v i at time point t. The value of node v i at time point t þ 1 is given by the predictor function f i applied to the values of the parent nodes of v i at time t, i.e., x i ðt þ 1Þ ¼ f i ðx i 1 ðtÞ; x i 2 ðtÞ; . . . ; x i kðiÞ ðtÞÞ. For simplicity, with slight abuse of notation, we use f i ðx i 1 ; x i 2 ; . . . ; x i kðiÞ Þ to denote the value of node v i at the next time step. For any j 2 ½1; kðiÞ, node v i j is called a parent node of v i and v i is called a child node of v i j .
In general, the Boolean predictor functions can be formed by combinations of any logical operators, e.g., logical AND^, OR _, and NEGATION :, applied to variables associated with the respective parent nodes. The BNs are divided into two types based on the time evolution of their states, i.e., synchronous and asynchronous. In synchronous BNs, values of all the variables are updated simultaneously; while in asynchronous BNs, one variable is updated at a time. The synchronous scheme is used mostly due to its simplicity; however, for the modelling of GRNs, the asynchronous scheme is more suitable as the expression of a gene is usually not an instantaneous process.
In this paper, we focus on asynchronous BNs. The transition relation of an asynchronous BN is given by T ðx xðtÞ; x xðt þ 1ÞÞ ¼n j¼1;j6 ¼i x j ðt þ 1Þ $ x j ðtÞ x i ðt þ 1Þ $ f i ðx i 1 ðtÞ; x i 2 ðtÞ; . . . ; x i kðiÞ ðtÞÞ :
It states that node v i is updated by its Boolean function and other nodes are kept unchanged. Each node has a chance to be updated by its Boolean function, therefore there are n outgoing transitions in maximum from any state.
Many key characters of a BN, e.g., attractors, are often examined in its state transition system (STS). 2 Formally, the STS and attractors of a BN are defined as follows.
Definition 2 (State transition system). A state transition system T is a 3-tuple hS; S 0 ; T i where S is a finite set of states, S 0 S is the initial set of states and T S Â S is the transition relation, specifying the evolvement of the system. When S ¼ S 0 , we write hS; T i.
An asynchronous BN can be easily modelled as a state transition system: the set S is just the state space of the BN so there are 2 n states for a BN with n nodes; the initial states set S 0 is the same as S since usually all states are accessible in a biological system modelled as a BN; finally, the transition relation T is given by Equation (1).
Definition 3 (Attractor of a BN
). An attractor of a BN is a set of states satisfying that any state in this set can be reached from any other state in this set and no state in this set can reach any other state that is not in this set.
The attractors of a BN characterise its long-run behaviour [23] and are of particular interest due to their biological interpretation as, for instance, attractors are hypothesised to characterise cellular phenotypes [2] . When analysing an attractor, we often need to identify transition relations between the attractor states. We refer to an attractor together with its state transition relations as an attractor system. The states constituting an attractor are called attractor states. In the synchronous scheme, each state can only have one outgoing transition. Therefore, the attractor system in a synchronous BN is simply a loop. By detecting all the loops in a synchronous BN, one can identify all its attractors. However, it becomes much more complicated with the asynchronous scheme. The attractor system does not necessarily need to be a loop and may have a more intricate topology. In fact, it may include several loops. We list three general types of attractors of an asynchronous BN: a singleton attractor, i.e., a selfloop, as shown in Fig. 1a ; a simple loop, as shown in Fig. 1b; and a complex loop, as shown in Fig. 1c . The selfloops and simple loops also exist in the corresponding synchronous BN. Therefore, one can identify the selfloops and simple loop attractors of an asynchronous BN by detecting the attractors of its corresponding synchronous BN. 3 However, this is not the case for complex loop attractors. Special algorithms are required to detect such attractors under asynchronous scheme.
Encoding BNs in BDDs
Binary decision diagrams were introduced to represent Boolean functions [24] , [25] . A BDD consists of three types of nodes: a root node, (intermediate) decision nodes, and two terminal nodes, i.e., 0-terminal and 1-terminal. It uses a decision node to represent a variable of a Boolean function. Each decision node contains two outgoing edges, representing the two possible values, i.e., 0 and 1, of the variable. A path from the root node to the 1-terminal represents an assignment of values to the variables that results in the true value of the Boolean function; while a path from the root node to the 0-terminal represents an assignment of values to the variables that results in the false value of the Boolean function. BDDs have the advantage of memory efficiency and have been applied in model checking algorithms to alleviate the state space explosion problem. A BN GðV; f fÞ can be easily encoded in a BDD by modelling a BN as an STS. Each variable in V can be represented by a binary BDD variable. By slight abuse of notation, we use V to denote the set of BDD variables. In order to encode the transition relation, another set V 0 of BDD variables, which is a copy of V , is introduced: V encodes the possible current states, i.e., x xðtÞ, and V 0 encodes the possible next states, i.e., x xðt þ 1Þ. Hence, the transition relation T can be viewed as a Boolean function T f : 2 jV jþjV 0 j ! f0; 1g, where values 1 and 0 indicate a valid and an invalid transition, respectively. Our attractor detection algorithms also use two basis functions: ImageðX; T Þ ¼ fs 0 2 S j 9s 2 X such that ðs; s 0 Þ 2 T g, which returns the set of target states that can be reached from any state in X S with a single transition in T ; PreimageðX; T Þ ¼ fs 0 2 S j 9s 2 X such that ðs 0 ; sÞ 2 T g, which returns the set of predecessor states that can reach a state in X with a single transition. To simplify the presentation, we also define Preimage i ðX; T Þ ¼ Preimageð. . . ðPreimageðX; T ÞÞÞ |fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl ffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl ffl} i with Preimage 0 ðX; T Þ ¼ X. Thus, the set of all states that can reach a state in X via transitions in T is defined as a fix
The BDD b representing a state s ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n Þ can be seen as a Boolean formula gðbÞ
The existential abstraction of v i from b produces a new BDD bj fv i g equivalent to the Boolean formula gðbÞ
For our convenience, we say that node v i is set to value "-" by existential abstraction and the new BDD can be written as gðbÞ
The existential abstraction can be 2. For presentation purpose, we draw a few state transition systems as graphs in the remaining part of the paper and also refer them as transition graphs.
3. Note that some of the detected attractors in the form of loops in a synchronous BN can be absent in the corresponding asynchronous BN. See [8] , [20] for detailed discussions. 
METHOD
In this section, we describe in details our SCC-based decomposition method for detecting attractors of large asynchronous BNs and prove its correctness. The method consists of three main steps. First, we divide a BN into sub-networks called blocks. This step is performed based on the BN network structure and therefore it can be executed efficiently. Second, we detect attractors of each block. This step is performed on the constructed STSs of the blocks. Notice that for each block the size of its STS is exponentially reduced with respect to the size of the STS of the original BN. Finally, we recover attractors of the original BN by merging the detected attractors of the blocks.
Decomposition of a BN into Blocks
We start a detailed presentation of our approach by giving the formal definition of a block. remains the same as in G, i.e., f i ; otherwise, the Boolean function is undetermined, meaning that additional information is required to determine the value of v i in B. We call the nodes with undetermined Boolean functions as undetermined nodes. We refer to a block as an elementary block if it contains no undetermined nodes.
We consider asynchronous networks and therefore a block is also under the asynchronous scheme, i.e., only one node in the block can be updated at any given time point no matter this node is undetermined or not.
We now introduce a method to construct blocks using SCC-based decomposition. Formally, the standard graphtheoretical definition of an SCC is as follows.
Definition 5 (SCC)
. Let G be a directed graph and V be its vertices. A strongly connected component of G is a maximal set of vertices C V such that for every pair of vertices u and v in C, there is a directed path from u to v and vice versa.
For a given BN, we decompose its network structure into SCCs. Fig. 2 shows the decomposition of a BN into four SCCs: S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 . A node outside an SCC that is a parent to a node in the SCC is referred to as a control node of this SCC. In Fig. 2 , node v 1 is a control node of S 2 and S 4 ; node v 2 is a control node of S 3 ; and node v 6 is a control node of S 4 . The SCC S 1 does not have any control node. Definition 6 (Parent SCC, Ancestor SCC). An SCC S i is called a parent SCC (or parent for short) of another SCC S j if S i contains at least one control node of S j . Denote P ðS i Þ the set of parent SCCs of S i . An SCC S k is called an ancestor SCC (or ancestor for short) of an SCC S j if and only if either (1) S k is a parent of S j or (2) S k is a parent of S j 's ancestor. We use VðS j Þ to denote the set of ancestor SCCs of S j .
An SCC together with its control nodes forms a block. For example, in Fig. 2 , S 2 and its control node v 1 form one block B 2 . S 1 itself is a block, denoted as B 1 , since the SCC it contains does not have any control node. If a control node in a block B i is a determined node in another block B j , block B j is called a parent of block B i and B i is a child of B j . In this way, the concepts of parent and ancestor are naturally extended to blocks.
By adding directed edges from all parent blocks to all their child blocks, we form a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the blocks as the blocks are formed from SCCs. We notice here that in our decomposition approach, as long as the block graph is guaranteed to be a DAG, other strategies to form blocks can be used. Two blocks can be merged into one larger block. For example, blocks B 1 and B 2 can be merged to form a larger block B 1;2 .
A state of a block is a binary vector of length equal to the size of the block which determines the values of all the nodes in the block. In this paper, we use a number of operations on the states of a BN and its blocks. Their definitions are given below. 
The concept of the projection map can be extended to blocks. Given a block with nodes 
Detection of Attractors in Blocks
An elementary block does not depend on any other block while a non-elementary block does. Therefore, they should be treated separately. We first consider the case of elementary blocks. An elementary block is in fact a BN; therefore, the notion of attractors of an elementary block is given by the definition of attractors of a BN. Next, we introduce the following concept.
Definition 8 (Preservation of attractors). Given a BN G
and an elementary block B in G, let A ¼ fA 1 ; A 2 ; . . . ; A m g be The Boolean functions of this network are given as follows:
It has 10 attractors, i.e., A ¼ ffð0 Ã 100000Þg ; fð0 Ã 100001Þg; fð11010000Þg; fð11010011Þg; fð11011100Þg; fð11011111Þg; fð11100000Þg; fð11100011Þg; fð11101100Þg; fð11101111Þgg (Ã means either 0 or 1). Nodes v 1 and v 2 form an elementary block B 1 . Since B 1 is an elementary block, it can be viewed as a BN. The transition graph of this block is shown in For an elementary block B in a BN G, the mirror states of its attractor states cover all G's attractor states according to Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. Therefore, by searching from the mirror states only instead of the whole state space, we can detect all the attractor states of G.
We now proceed to consider the case of non-elementary blocks. For an SCC S j , if it has no parent SCC, then this SCC forms an elementary block; if it has at least one parent, then it must have an ancestor that has no parent, and all its ancestors VðS j Þ together can form an elementary block, which is also a BN. The SCC-based decomposition will result in at least one elementary block and usually one or more non-elementary blocks. Moreover, for each non-elementary block we can construct by merging all its predecessor blocks a single parent elementary block. We detect the attractors of the elementary blocks and use the detected attractors to guide the values of the control nodes of their child blocks. The guidance is achieved by considering realisations of the dynamics of a child block with respect to the attractors of its parent elementary block. In some cases, a realisation of a block is simply obtained by assigning new Boolean functions to the control nodes of the block. However, in many cases, it is not this simple and a realisation of a block is obtained by explicitly constructing a transition system of this block corresponding to the considered attractor of the elementary parent block. Since the parent block of a non-elementary block may have more than one attractor, a block may have more than one realisation.
By the following two definitions, we explain in details what realisations are. We first introduce the concept of crossability and cross operations in Definition 9. The concept of crossability specifies a special relation between states of a non-elementary block and of its parent blocks, while the cross operations are used for merging attractors of two blocks when recovering the attractors of the original BN. With the crossability defined, the definition of a realisation is now given as follows.
Definition 10 (Realisation of a block). Let B i be a non-elementary block formed by merging an SCC with its control nodes. Let nodes u 1 ; u 2 ; . . . ; u r be all the control nodes of B i which are also contained by its single and elementary parent block B j (we can always merge all B i 's ancestor blocks to form B j if B i has more than one parent block or has a non-elementary parent block). Let A We consider asynchronous networks in this study and hence a realisation of a block is constructed in accordance with the asynchronous scheme. This enables us to form realisations with the control nodes only. Notice that this is not the case if the updating scheme is synchronous: the realisation for synchronous BNs needs to be formed with all the nodes in the parent block as shown in [21] . This is a substantial difference between the approach presented here and the one in [21] as it renders the main theoretical foundations of the method of [21] invalid for the asynchronous case. In consequence, the following theorems for asynchronous BNs are re-formulated and their proofs are re-done from scratch as compared with the respective proofs and theorems for synchronous BNs presented in [21] .
Constructing realisations for a non-elementary block is the key process for obtaining its attractors. For each realisation, the construction process requires all the transitions in the corresponding attractor of the parent block. In Section 4, we explain in details how to implement it with BDDs. Example 2. Consider the BN shown in Fig. 2 . The network contains four SCCs S 1 ; S 2 ; S 3 and S 4 . For any S i (i 2 ½1; 4), we form a block B i by merging S i with its control nodes. Block B 1 is an elementary block and its transition graph is shown in Fig. 3a . Block B 1 has two attractors, i.e., fð11Þg and fð0ÃÞg. Regarding the first attractor, block B 3 has a realisation by setting node v 2 to contain only the transition fð1Þ ! ð1Þg. Its transition graph is shown in Fig. 3b . Regarding the second attractor, block B 3 has a realisation by setting node v 2 to contain the following transitions fð0Þ ! ðÃÞ; ð1Þ ! ðÃÞg. The transition graph of this realisation is shown in Fig. 4. A realisation of a block takes care of the dynamics of the undetermined nodes and instantiates a transition system of the block. Therefore, we can extend the attractor definition to realisations and to non-elementary blocks as follows.
Definition 11 (Attractors of a non-elementary block).
An attractor of a realisation of a non-elementary block is a set of states satisfying that any state in this set can be reached from any other state in this set and no state in this set can reach any other state that is not in this set. The attractors of a non-elementary block is the set of the attractors of all realisations of the block.
With the definition of attractors of non-elementary blocks, we can relax Definition 10 by allowing B j to be a single and either elementary or non-elementary parent block with known attractors. This is due to the fact that when forming the realisations of a non-elementary block, we only need the attractors of its parent block that contains all its control nodes, no matter whether this parent block is elementary or not. In other words, computing attractors for non-elementary blocks requires the knowledge of the attractors of its parent block that contains all its control nodes. Therefore, we need to consider blocks in a specific order which guarantees that when computing attractors for block B i , the attractors of its parent block that contains all B i 's control nodes are already available. To facilitate this, we introduce the concept of a credit as follows.
Definition 12 (Credit). Given a BN G, an elementary block B i
of G has a credit of 0, denoted as PðB i Þ ¼ 0. Let B j be a nonelementary block and B j 1 ; . . . ; B j pðjÞ be all its parent blocks.
The credit of B j is PðB j Þ ¼ max pðjÞ k¼1 ðPðB j k ÞÞ þ 1.
Recover Attractors of the Original BN
After computing attractors for all the blocks, we need to recover attractors for the original BN. This is achievable by the following theorem for recovering the attractors of two blocks in the original BN. Finally, from Theorem 2 we obtain the following corollary which states that for specific configurations of blocks, certain orderings according to which the blocks are merged are equivalent in terms of the resulting attractor set for the merged block. The above developed theoretical background with Theorem 2 being its core result, allows us to design a new decomposition-based approach towards detection of attractors in large asynchronous BNs. The idea is as follows. We divide a BN into blocks according to the detected SCCs. We order the blocks in the ascending order based on their credits and detect attractors of the ordered blocks one by one in an iterative way. According to Theorem 2, we can perform a cross operation for any two elementary blocks (credits 0) or an elementary block (credit 0) with one of its child blocks (credit 1) which has no other parent blocks to recover the attractors of the two merged blocks. The resulting merged block will form a new elementary block, i.e., one with credit 0. By iteratively performing the cross operation until a single elementary block containing all the nodes of the BN is obtained, we can recover the attractors of the original BN. The details of this new approach are discussed in the next section.
IMPLEMENTATION
We first introduce a BDD-based algorithm to detect attractors for relatively small BNs in Section 4.1. Then we describe how our SCC-based decomposition method can be implemented using the BDD-based algorithm in Section 4.2.
BDD-Based Attractor Detection Algorithm
Attractors of an asynchronous BN are in fact BSCCs in the transition system of the BN. Thus, detecting attractors is the same as detecting the BSCCs. Formally, the definition of BSCCs is given as follows.
Definition 13. A bottom strongly connected component is
an SCC S such that no state outside S is reachable from S.
We encode a BN with BDDs, and adapt the hybrid Tarjan algorithm described in Algorithm 7 of [26] to detect BSCCs in the corresponding transition system of the BN. Given a transition system T ¼ hS; S 0 ; T i, our attractor detection algorithm DETECTðT Þ in Algorithm 1 computes the set of BSCCs in T . If T is converted from a BN G, then DETECTðT Þ computes all the attractors of G. The correctness of Algorithm 1 is guaranteed by the following two propositions. The first proposition can be deduced from the fact that the Tarjan's algorithm is a depth-first search. The second one comes from the definition of BSCCs, as no states inside a BSCC can lead to a state in any other BSCC. In Algorithm 1, the hybrid Tarjan algorithm HybridTarjanðs; T Þ takes as input a starting state s and the transition relation T . When it finds the first SCC S (also a BSCC), which is reached from s, it terminates immediately and returns S.
With the use of BDD representation, DETECTðT Þ can deal with relatively small BNs (e.g., a BN with tens of nodes) with small memory usage. Moreover, the computation of SCCs can also benefit from the efficient BDD operations. However, real life biological BNs usually contain hundreds of nodes and the state space is exponential in the number of nodes. Therefore, DETECTðT Þ would still suffer from the state space explosion problem when dealing with large BNs. Thus for large BNs, we propose to use the SCC-based decomposition method as described in Section 3. We now give the algorithm for implementing this method in the following section. / / S is from T 3: while X 6 ¼ ; do 4:
Randomly pick a state s 2 X; 5:
S :¼ HybridTarjanðs; T Þ;
6:
A :¼ A [ S; 7:
X :¼ XnPredecessorsðS; T Þ; 8: end while 9: return A. 10: end procedure
SCC-Based Decomposition Algorithm
We describe the detection process in Algorithm 2. This algorithm takes a BN G and its corresponding transition system T as inputs and outputs the set of attractors of G. Lines 21-24 of this algorithm describe the process for detecting attractors of a non-elementary block. The algorithm detects the attractors of all the realisations of the non-elementary block and performs the union operation on the sets of detected attractors. For this, if the non-elementary block has only one parent block, its attractors are already computed as the blocks are considered in the ascending order with respect to their credits by the main for loop in Line 4. Otherwise, all the ancestor blocks are considered in the for loop in Lines 13-19. By iteratively applying the cross operation in Line 16 to the attractor sets of the ancestor blocks in the ascending order, the attractors of a new block formed by merging all the ancestor blocks are computed as assured by Theorem 2. The new block is in fact an elementary block which is a single parent of the considered non-elementary block. By considering blocks in the ascending order, the order in which blocks with the same credit are considered does not influence the final result due to Corollary 1. The correctness of the algorithm is stated as Theorem 3. The algorithm stores all computed attractors for the original SCC blocks and all auxiliary merged blocks in the dictionary structure A ' . We use BDDs to encode transitions and the realisations are performed via BDD operations directly. As stated in Section 2.2, our implementation, which is based on the CUDD library [27] , uses 2n BDD variables to encode a BN GðV; f fÞ with n nodes. Each state in G is encoded by n BDD variables, and a projection of a state on a subset V 0 V of nodes is performed by applying existential abstraction to BDD variables for nodes in V nV 0 . As a state for a block B is encoded by jV B j BDD variables, the variables in V nV B are set to "-" in the BDD representation, and therefore, can be ignored. This way, after we verify that S B i and S B j are crossable, i.e., S B i C S B j , the cross operation PðS B i ; S B j Þ is equivalent to the intersection of two BDDs, i.e., bdd S B i and bdd S B j encoding S B i and S B j , respectively. Formally, we have that
T B i be the transition system converted from block B, and let V C be the set of control nodes in B. The set of states S B ðAÞ of the realisation of block B with respect to attractor A is M B ðd C ðAÞÞ and the transition relation T B ðAÞ of the realisation is T B j S B ðAÞ . We continue to illustrate in the following example how Algorithm 2 detects attractors.
Example 3. Consider the BN shown in Example 2 and its four blocks. Block B 1 is an elementary block and it has two attractors, i.e., A 1 ¼ ffð0ÃÞg; fð11Þgg. To detect the attractors of block B 2 , we first form realisations of B 2 with respect to the attractors of its parent block B 1 . B 1 has two attractors so there are two realisations for B 2 . The transition graphs of the two realisations are shown in Fig. 5 . We get three attractors for block B 2 , i.e., A 2 ¼ ffð010Þg; fð101Þg; fð110Þgg. Performing a cross operation, we get the attractors of the merged block B 1;2 , i.e., A 1;2 ¼ PðA 1 ; A 2 Þ ¼ ffð0 Ã 10Þg; fð1101Þg; fð1110Þgg. In Example 2, we have shown the two realisations of B 3 with respect to the two attractors of B 1 . Clearly, B 3 has three attractors, i.e., A 3 ¼ ffðÃ00Þg; fð100Þg; fð111Þgg. Merging B 1;2 and B 3 , we get the attractors of the merged block B 1;2;3 , i.e., A 1;2;3 ¼ PðA 1;2 ; A 3 Þ ¼ ffð0 Ã 1000Þg; fð110100Þg; fð110111Þg; fð111000Þg; fð111011Þgg. B 4 has two parent blocks. Therefore, we need to merge B 4 's ancestors (B 1 and B 3 ) as its new parent block. After merging, we get the attractors of the merged block as A 1;3 ¼ PðA 1 ; A 3 Þ ¼ ffð0 Ã 00Þg; fð1100Þg; fð1111Þgg: There are three attractors so there will be three realisations for block B 4 . The transition graphs of the three realisations are shown in Fig. 6 . From the transition graphs, we easily get the attractors of B 4 , i.e., A 4 ¼ ffð0000Þg; fð0001Þg; fð1000Þg; fð1011Þg; fð1100Þg; fð1111Þgg. Now the attractors for all the blocks have been detected. We can then obtain the attractors of the BN by applying one more cross operation, i.e., A ¼ A 1;2;3;4 ¼ PðA 1;2;3 ; A 4 Þ ¼ ffð0 Ã 100000Þg; fð0 Ã 100001Þg; fð11010000Þg; fð11010011Þg; fð11011100Þg; fð11011111Þg; fð11100000Þg; fð11100011Þg; fð11101100Þg; fð11101111Þgg.
EVALUATION
We have implemented the decomposition algorithm presented in Section 4 in the model checker MCMAS [28] . In this section, we demonstrate the efficiency of our method using two real-life biological systems. One is a logical MAPK network model of [29] containing 53 nodes and the other is a Boolean network model of apoptosis, originally presented in [30] , containing 97 nodes. All the experiments are conducted on a computer with an Intel Xeon W3520@2.67 GHz CPU and 12 GB memory. Notice that we tried to apply genYsis [7] to these two systems, but it failed in both cases to detect attractors within 5 hours. //B is the list of blocks after ordering 37: end procedure MAPK Network. Mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) are a family of serine/threonine kinases that transduce biochemical signals from the cell membrane to the nucleus in response to a wide range of stimuli, such as growth factors, hormones, inflammatory cytokines and environmental stresses. Cascades of these kinases participate in multiple intracellular signalling pathways that control a wide range of cellular processes, e.g., cell cycle machinery, differentiation, survival and apoptosis. MAPK pathways are highly evolutionary conserved among all eukaryotic cells and allow the cells to respond coordinately to multiple and diverse inputs. To date, three main pathways have been extensively studied: Extracellular Regulated Kinases (ERK), Jun NH 2 Terminal Kinases (JNK), and p38 Kinases (p38), named after their specific MAPK kinases involved. These pathways are characterised by enormous crass-talk with each other, which gives rise to a complex network of molecular interactions [31] . Malfunctioning of MAPK signalling mechanisms is often observed in cancer [32] . Therefore, a deeper comprehension of the MAPK pathways and their interactions is of utter importance to elucidate the roles of MAPKs in the development and progression of cancer. This in turn is crucial for the development of new, effective therapeutic strategies. In [29] a predictive dynamical Boolean model of the MAPK network is presented. It recapitulates observed responses of the MAPK network to characteristic stimuli in selected urinary bladder cancers together with its specific contribution to cell fate decision on proliferation, apoptosis, and growth arrest. For the wiring of the logical model, we refer to [29] . In our study we consider two mutants of the model: one with EGFR over-expression and the other with FGFR3 activating mutation which correspond to the r3 and r4 variants of [29] , respectively, and therefore we refer to them as as MAPK_r3 and MAPK_r4. However, in contrast to the original variants r3 and r4, we do not set the values for the four stimuli nodes to 0 but perform the computations for all 2 4 possible fixed sets of values for these nodes. For the remaining nodes, all possible initial states are considered as in [29] . In consequence, our results for MAPK_r3 and MAPK_r4 include the attractors for variants r7, r13 and r8, r14 of [29] , respectively. The corresponding SCC structure of the mutant MAPK_r3 is shown in Fig. 7 and Table 1 . We compute the attractors of the MAPK_r3 and MAPK_r4 BNs using both the BDD-based algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 1 and our decomposition algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 2. The two algorithms compute the same attractors for the same network. We show in the left part of Table 2 the number of attractors and the computational time costs (in seconds) for both mutants. Besides, we show the speedups of Algorithm 2 with respect to Algorithm 1.
Notice that the analysis for the MAPK network in [29] was performed based on reduced versions of the network due to the computation limitations of the tool GINsim. The reduced versions contain 16 to 18 nodes only, while our computations are performed for the full model containing 53 nodes. The advanced computation capability of our method provides the possibility for more accurate analysis which may lead to new insights in the analysis of biological networks. The total number of attractors reported in [29] for the mutants r3, r7, and r13, is only 4 while we identify 20. Table 1 . For each pair of a parent SCC and one of its child SCCs, a directed edge is drawn pointing from the parent SCC to the child SCC. Node 12 is not connected to any other node as EGFR is set to be always true and hence the influence from EGFR_stimulus (node 12) is cut. The SCC structure of mutant MAPK_r4 is virtually the same; the only difference is that model components contained in certain SCCs are slightly different: EGFR is switched with FGFR3 and EGFR_-stimulus is switched with FGFR3_stimulus. The # refers to the SCC index. This inconsistency is due to that much information is missing in the reduced versions and hence the attractors of the reduced versions cannot reflect the states of the missing nodes. Based on the reduced version analysis, the authors reported in [29] that when DNA damage stimulus is absent, the cell is still able to escape apoptotic cell death by downregulating p53 signalling. This observation, however, neglected an important component, i.e., p38. It is true that p53 can directly induce apoptosis; p53 itself, however, is affected by p38. Without touching the signal of p53, by upregulating p38 signalling, the cell can reach the apoptotic cell death. This observation is consistent with [33] and [34] . Apoptosis Network. Apoptosis is a process of programmed cell death and has been linked to many diseases. It is often regulated by several signaling pathways extensively linked by crosstalks. We take the apoptosis signalling network presented in [30] and recast it into the Boolean network framework: a BN model which compromise 97 nodes. In this network, there are 10 input nodes. One of them is a housekeeping node which value is fixed to 1 and which is used to model constitutive activation of certain nodes in the network. For the wiring of the BN model, we refer to [30] . The corresponding SCC structure of this network is shown in Fig. 8 and Table 3 . Similar to the MAPK network, we compute the attractors of the apoptosis network with both Algorithms 1 and 2. The results are shown in the right part of Table 2 . Moreover, we also consider the network where the value of housekeeping is not fixed and show the result in the row apoptosis*. When the housekeeping node is not fixed, the state-space of the network is doubled. In both networks, the results of the two algorithms are identical. But our algorithm is much faster than Algorithm 1. The results clearly indicate that our proposed decomposition method provides better speedups with respect to Algorithm 1 for larger models. Moreover, the ability to identify all the attractors of Table 3 . For each pair of a parent SCC and one of its child SCCs, a directed edge is added pointing from the parent SCC to the child SCC. The # refers to the SCC index.
the large apoptosis network enables biologists to validate the network with in silico experiments.
DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented an SCC-based decomposition method for detecting attractors in large asynchronous BNs, which often arise and are important in the holistic study of biological systems. This problem is very challenging as the state space of such networks is exponential in the number of nodes in the networks and therefore huge. Meanwhile, asynchrony greatly increases the difficulty of attractor detection as the density of the transition graph is inflated dramatically and the structure of attractors may be complex. Our method performs SCCbased decomposition of the network structure of a give BN to manage the cyclic dependencies among network nodes, computes the attractors of each SCC, and finally recovers the attractors of the original BN by merging the detected (partial) attractors. To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first scalable one able to deal with large biological systems modelled as asynchronous BNs, thanks to its divide and conquer strategy. We have prototyped our method and performed experiments with two real biological networks. The obtained results are very promising.
We have observed that the network structure of BNs can vary quite a lot, which potentially has impact on the performance of our proposed method. In principle, our method works well on large networks which contain several relatively small SCCs. Each of the two mutants of the MAPK network, however, contains one large SCC with 36 nodes and 17 SCCs each with one node only. Moreover, the large SCC is in the middle of the SCC network structure (see Fig. 7 ). This network structure in fact does not fit well with our method. This explains why the speedups achieved for this network are less than 10. Both the MAPK network and the apoptosis network contain many small SCCs with only one node (see Figs. 7 and 8) . One way to improve our method is to merge these small SCCs into larger blocks so that there will be fewer iterations in the main loop of Algorithm 1. Moreover, the single-node SCCs which do not have child SCCs are in fact leaves and they can be removed to reduce the network size. When the attractors in the reduced network are detected, we can then recover the attractors in the whole network. 4 Such optimisations will be part of our future work. We will also apply our method to other realistic large biological networks and we will develop optimisations fitted towards different SCC network structures.
